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How to make the most of a property market on the turn
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Just how much the nation's property market is turning depends
on where you are. Residential real estate in Sydney and
Melbourne peaked last year, say market specialists, and this
weekend's auction and sale results across the country are
by Duncan Hughes

expected to show who can motor along as before or whether you
need to change direction.

For Sale

Sydney's property values have fallen by just over 3 per cent since last July after rises of
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Industrial / Warehouse

936  4,629m²

more than 75 per cent over the past ﬁve years, making it the second most expensive
city in the world after Hong Kong. Melbourne, which is among the ﬁve most expensive
cities, has come off by just 0.4 per cent since November after rising more than 60 per
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cent over ﬁve years.

Rebuilding Corporate Trust

"It looks pretty mild so far," says Tim Lawless, head of research for CoreLogic which
monitors property prices. "But it is still early days."
Tailwinds driving market growth include a rising population, strong economy,

Examining the
important role better
corporate reporting
plays in maintaining
trust with all
stakeholders.

employment growth and historically low interest rates, especially for buyers with at
least a 20 per cent deposit.
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Headwinds include lack of affordability in major cities and tighter credit conditions imposed on new and existing
borrowers by lenders under pressure from prudential regulators. Arsineh Houspian

imposed on new and existing borrowers by lenders under pressure from prudential
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Headwinds include lack of affordability in major cities and tighter credit conditions
regulators to keep a lid on rising costs and build a buffer against sharp economic
shocks.
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Those winds will become much stronger if interest rates begin to rise.
Brendon Hulcombe, chief executive of valuer Herron Todd White (HTW), says ways to
handle a turning market are complex because real estate differs across the country.
Here are four strategies to help navigate changing conditions.

Focus on location
Melbourne and Sydney's house and apartment markets are past their peak and
starting to decline, according to HTW analysis.

Melbourne and Sydney's house and apartment markets are past their peak and starting to decline, according to
HTW analysis. AAP

The question is how steep and long any fall will be.
"There is still strong demand for quality, well-positioned property," says Christopher
Koren, a buyers' agent with Morrell and Koren in Melbourne.
Shaun Thomas, residential director for HTW, also says there is strong demand for
quality, well-located property, particularly if it is affordable for ﬁrst-time home
buyers.
"There is going to be limited growth in less sought after areas or those with higher
concentrations of apartments," he says.

Melbourne's growth will "remain stable", says Perron King, HTW's Melbourne director. Paul Rovere

Melbourne's growth will "remain stable", says Perron King, HTW's Melbourne
director.
Residential estates within 10-25 kilometres of the central business district are
continuing to expand because of population growth but concerns remain about innercity apartments and off-the-plan purchases.
It's a similar story in Brisbane, says David Notley, HTW's Brisbane director. Apartment
over-supply in Brisbane is making some investors nervous but there are opportunities
in middle-ring suburbs such as Wavell Heights, Kedron, Stafford and Chermside.
Affordability is a big drawcard for inner-suburban Adelaide properties, says Natalie
Patterson, HTW residential valuations manager for the city.
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Affordability is a big drawcard for innersuburban Adelaide properties. Louie Douvis

For example, Prospect, four kilometres to the north of the central business district,
has properties available in the $500,000 to $800,000 price range for character
dwellings on larger allotments.
Risks to another strong year for Hobart include an indecisive outcome from March's
state election, any reduction in ﬁrst-time home buyers assistance, an interest rate rise
and fallout from slowdown in Melbourne and Sydney, says Andrew Peck, HTW
Tasmanian director.
There's cautious optimism in Perth that the worst is behind it in most market
segments, says Chris Hinchliffe, Perth director.

Remember supply

Increasing annual population growth of around 370,000 means about 55,000 extra homes are required a year.
Glenn Hunt

Increasing annual population growth of around 370,000 means about 55,000 extra
homes are required a year, according to government analysis.
"Unfortunately, the supply of dwellings did not keep pace with the surge in population
growth so a massive shortfall built up [which is] driving high home prices," says Shane
Oliver, chief economist for AMP Capital.
"Thanks to a recent surge in unit supply, this is now being worked off. But there is no
broad-based oversupply problem. Consistent with this, average capital city vacancy
rates are around long-term average levels, low in Sydney and falling in Melbourne."
Most big lenders and ﬁnancial companies use conﬁdential blacklists identifying
postcodes and buildings they are wary of ﬁnancing, particularly high-rise, off-the-plan
purchases and micro-apartments in central Melbourne and Sydney. They have also
tightened acceptable securities and income to support loan applications.

Drill down on ﬁnance
Owner-occupiers with a deposit of at least 20 per cent, regular income with a good
savings and credit record are highly coveted by lenders who are offering great deals to
win their business.
For example, Westpac Group is offering a 3.59 per cent variable rate for owneroccupier loans with principal and interest repayments. It is the lowest rate since the
1956 Melbourne Olympics, the year television was launched in Australia and
mortgages were repaid in pounds and pence.
It pays to shop around, which is easy with the help of online websites like Canstar,
RateCity and Finder.com.
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It pays to shop around, which is easy with the help of online websites like Canstar, RateCity and Finder.com.
Dominic Lorrimer

Brokers such as Mortgage Choice claim they can probably knock another 100 basis
points off many lenders' headline standard variable offers.
Lending markets have changed in the past two years as prudential regulators moved
to prevent reckless borrowing and lending drive up property prices, increase debt and
make the system vulnerable to economic shocks.
It means the average interest-only investment standard variable rate has risen by
more than 44 basis points in the past 12 months alone, according to Canstar.
Lenders are also much more closely scrutinizing a borrowers' capacity to comfortably
pay a loan for the full term.
"Be prepared for lenders to ask very speciﬁc questions about sources of income and
monthly expenses," says Christopher Foster Ramsay, principal of broker Foster
Ramsay Finance.
Borrowers switching a low-cost interest-only term loan into a principal and interest
mortgage need to prepare to show their lender they can service loan rates as high as
7.25 per cent.
"Start talking to lenders and brokers six months out from the end of the ﬁxed term to
discuss strategies for meeting the serviceability rates," says Foster Ramsay.

Be realistic on returns

Be realistic on returns. Jessica Shapiro

Property is a long-term investment. The cost of an average house in Sydney in 1993 –
whose buyer would this year be completing payment of a 25-year mortgage – was
about $188,000 (now about $1.1 million). In Melbourne it was $126,000 (now more
than $800,000).
Houses and apartments resold at a loss are typically sold after six years. Owners
posting a proﬁt typically held them for a minimum of about nine years, says
CoreLogic.
"Speculative property buyers are attempting to time the market," says Mario Borg, a
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director of Strategic Finance, a property and ﬁnancial consultancy. "But it's not like
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For example, moving home costs about 10 per cent of gross sale receipts after paying
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stamp duty, sales and other costs.
"The best risk mitigator is a long-term strategy," adds Borg.
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AMP's Oliver says over the shorter term, the likelihood of rising rates and lower rental
yields means investors in Melbourne and Sydney need to be careful.

Northern beaches developer
scrutinises buyers
1 hr ago

"It's best to focus on those cities and regional areas that have been left behind and
where rental yields are higher," he says.

BlackRock to sell Perth ofﬁce campus
Optima Centre
1 hr ago

For example, 12-month rental returns on Sydney houses have increased by about 0.3
per cent, compared to Melbourne's 5.3 per cent. In Brisbane returns on houses and
apartments have fallen by up to 1 per cent.
This contrasts with Hobart where returns on houses and apartments have increased
by 11 and 14 per cent respectively.
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